Whats in a Book Cover?

A how-to book for Indie writer/publishers to get noticed in a super competitive publishing
market that sometimes buries Indies. The key to getting noticed is a great cover. This free
book is written by a successful independent writer/publisher for fellow independent writers.
Full-color photos of her successful self-designed book covers show you the high quality and
artistic design of her work. She wrote the book to show you how her long career as a
professional painter and self-taught graphic artist now specializing in creating wow factor
covers can help you the Indie writer/publisher. She works with her clients every step of the
way, if they want to be involved in the process. However, there are those who simply set her
free to create a great cover for them. Your final approval decides. If you do not like the cover,
want to make changes, etc. she is open to any and all changes...even beginning again from
scratch. Read the book. Contact the artist, and get started on the road to getting noticed.
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Why is a book cover important? - Scarlett Rugers Book design is the art of incorporating
the content, style, format, design, and sequence of the A foreword to later editions of a work
often explains in what respects that edition differs from previous ones. The front cover is the
front of the book, and is marked appropriately, by text and/or graphics, in order to identify it
as Three Things Most People Dont Know About Book Cover Design Aug 6, 2016 The
book jacket is a sales tool, inviting readers to the text, telling them much about what they will
find on the pages between the covers. Despite 5 Tips for a Successful Cover Design Author House Mar 21, 2017 Whats usually the deciding factor? The back of the book cover
and blurb of course. Something, ironically, every author I know hates writing. Beginners
Guide To Book Cover Design - Tips, Tutorials & Ideas The books genre is important. The
book cover should show what genre the book is. Look at these two book covers. A really good
book cover “talks” to its readers through choice of typography, imagery and metaphor. 10
Tips for Effective Book Covers Your book cover is one of the most important aspects of
marketing your book. However much time you spend on getting people to your book sales
page, they 5 Things Every Author Needs to Understand about Book Cover Design Mar
12, 2014 And so, the exploration of book cover brilliance depends upon a thorough
understanding of just what the book cover is trying to do. Book Cover Design The Creative
Penn Book design - Wikipedia Feb 9, 2017 Indeed, a cover has to effectively communicate
what the book is — its genre, style, and content. If your jacket is misleading, promising a Da
What Every Writer Should Know About Book Covers (Plus: A Reveal Jun 9, 2014 This
analysis of what makes book covers succeed or fail is a way to look at covers youre creating,
or designs someone else is proposing to you What Should a Book Cover Do? Literary
Hub A book cover is any protective covering used to bind together the pages of a book.
Beginners Guide To Book Cover Design - Tips, Tutorials & Ideas Apr 10, 2015 The
cover of a book is at work long after it catches a readers eye from a shelf. Its at work when she
puts it down on her bedside table, or stands What Goes On A Book Cover - Scarlett
Rugers How to Design a Book Cover or Jacket - ThoughtCo Oct 20, 2013 The quality of
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your book cover will mostly depend on what pictures or art you use, and how well they fit
together, so in this section Im going to How to Create a Back Book Cover Blurb that Sells
- Kindlepreneur Most of all, though, I love what a book cover communicates. According to
renowned book designer Chip Kidd (who designed the cover to Jurassic Park and Free
Online Book Cover Maker by Canva Your teacher may ask you to design a book cover that
contains a summary of the “What is behind the odd noises Betty hears when she wakes each
night at How To Get A Book Cover That Is Guaranteed To Sell - StartupBros Jan 14,
2016 Ive worked in book publishing — and therefore with cover . Writes Press President of
Warner Coaching Inc. Author of Whats Your Book? Whats inside a book cover? More than
just pages » MobyLives Youll want it to have a design that grabs their attention and portrays
an accurate idea of what your book is about. In this video, well share with you five important
What Makes a Great Book Cover – Magenta Jul 2, 2009 and I think it works for lots of
products) Is the purpose of the cover to sell books, to accurately describe whats in the book, or
to tee up the reader Images for Whats in a Book Cover? Feb 17, 2011 Here are the 10
biggest things I learned about book cover design during You should also anticipate what the
cover looks like in grayscale. Seths Blog: The purpose of a book cover You may not have a
real specific idea of what you want your book cover to look like but you need to have some
idea of what you want it to convey. This step will How to Sell More Books with Great Book
Cover Design The Your books cover design is usually a potential readers first interaction
with What type of cover attracts browsers to pick up a book and read the back cover? Book
cover - Wikipedia Mar 11, 2016 Readers DO judge a book by its cover, and they wont read
your blurb, Take note of what it is about them that makes you want to read them. Mar 17,
2012 Good book covers vs bad book covers. Which cover do you feel compelled to pick up?
Why? What about the cover intrigues you? How does it How To Make Your Own Free
Book Cover In MS Word The Jun 14, 2016 Ive been eager to share my experiences and
lessons learned as a debut novelist-in-progress, which means I (gladly, excitedly!) field a lot
of Cover Design Tips - iUniverse May 17, 2017 If you ask book designers to explain what
makes for a great cover, however, they can tell you about how the various design
elements—the What Makes for a Brilliant Book Cover? A Master Explains WIRED
Design your own stunning book cover with Canvas amazingly simple tool - now with
hundreds of professional layouts to choose from! Book Cover Success and Failure
Explained - The Book Designer Mar 6, 2015 The goal for any self-published author is not
only write an amazing book, but to create a product that can stand out and endure the critical
eye The Importance of Book Jackets - The Balance Sep 23, 2014 If you find yourself in a
bookstore, Peter Mendelsund can be hard to avoid. His dust jackets wrap big-name
contemporary releases like The Girl What Makes a Good Book Cover? — The Horn Book
Sep 12, 2014 For those of you hapless enough to have missed The Morgan Librarys
exhibition From Gatsby to Garb that ended this weekend, it was a doozy. Book Cover Design:
How self-publishing authors can do it best What is the Purpose of Book Cover? Picture
yourself in a bookstore. Youre aimlessly browsing the shelves when one you decide to take a
closer look at one
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